Abstract: A photonic-assisted frequency-doubled microwave signal generation and phase shifting approach with arbitrary signal amplitude is proposed. The key device in the proposed technique is a dual-polarization quadrature phase-shift keying modulator, whose two sub-dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulators are both biased as a carrier-suppressed single-sideband modulator but generating two opposite first-order optical sidebands. The phase difference between the orthogonally polarized two first-order optical sidebands and the polarization state of the optical signal are tuned independently by a polarization controller. After the optical signal from the polarization controller is combined via a polarizer and detected at a photodetector, a frequency-doubled microwave signal is generated, whose phase and amplitude can be independently controlled by tuning the polarization controller. An experiment is performed. Frequency-doubled microwave signals with carrier frequencies from 10 to 40 GHz are generated and phase shifted over 360°phase range with arbitrary signal amplitude. The proposed technique can not only be operated as a phase and amplitude tunable frequency-doubled microwave source, but also find applications in phased array radar systems as a wideband frequency-doubled multichannel phase shifter.
Introduction
Microwave signal generation is the most basic function of many microwave systems. Conventionally, microwave signals are generated in the electrical domain using electronic circuits. However, due to the well-known electronic bottleneck, this kind of electrical microwave signal generators is hard to be operated in a wide frequency range at very high frequency band under a reasonable cost and system complexity. To overcome the limitations encountered in the electrical domain, microwave photonic based signal generation methods have attracted great attentions and find many applications during the past few years, taking the advantages, such as low loss, small volume, large bandwidth, high operating frequency and immunity to electromagnetic interference, offered by modern photonics [1] , [2] .
The basic principle of photonic microwave signal generation is beating two optical wavelengths at a photodetector (PD) [3] , [4] . The frequency of the generated microwave signal is identical to the wavelength spacing between the two optical wavelengths, which can reach terahertz if the PD with enough bandwidth is used. Although the available frequency of this kind of photonic microwave signal generator is very high, the two wavelengths have to be phase locked. If two independent laser sources are used to generate the two optical wavelengths, complicated and ultra-fast phase-locked loop is indispensable. To generate the phase-locked wavelengths in a relatively simple way, optical external modulation [5] is employed because of its simple structure and great flexibility. Another advantage of external modulation is that it can generate high frequency microwave signals using low frequency oscillators [6] , [7] , which can greatly increase the frequency of the generated microwave signal or reduce the bandwidth requirements for the optoelectronic devices.
On the other hand, microwave phase shifter is the key component for microwave beam forming, phase locking and analog signal processing. With the continuous deepening of the research on microwave photonics, photonic microwave phase shifter shows its unique advantages, such as large operating bandwidth, high operating frequency, and ultra-fast tuning speed, over the traditional electrical microwave phase shifters. Many different approaches have been proposed in the past few years to realize photonic microwave phase shifters. One method is based on the vector-sum principle [8] - [10] , where the phase of the microwave signal is controlled by tuning the amplitudes of two microwave signals with 90-degree phase difference and then adding them together. Another commonly used method for photonic microwave phase shifter is based on the principle of beating two phase-locked optical wavelengths at a PD [11] - [15] . The phase of the generated microwave signal from the PD is identical to the phase difference between the two optical wavelengths, which can be controlled using some methods, such as stimulated Brillouin scattering [11] , optical phase modulation [12] , [15] , and optical polarization modulation [13] , [14] . Recently, some methods have been proposed to simultaneously realize microwave phase shifting and frequency conversion [16] , [17] for high frequency applications. Another way to implement high frequency microwave phase shifter is combing frequency multiplication mentioned above and phase shifting together [18] - [20] . However, in these approaches, the amplitude of the microwave signal is fixed. If the amplitude is desired to be tuned, optical or electrical attenuators have to be used, which will make the system relatively complicated. In [21] , a method for microwave phase shifting with arbitrary signal amplitude is proposed, which simultaneously realizes both phase and amplitude tunability. The major limitation of the technique in [19] is that it cannot realize frequency multiplication, which constraints its application in high frequency systems.
In this paper, a photonic-assisted frequency-doubled microwave signal generation and phase shifting approach with arbitrary signal amplitude is proposed. The key contribution of this work is that it simultaneously realizes signal generation at the doubled frequency and introduces arbitrary phase shift and amplitude coefficient completely in the optical domain. Compared with the previously reported methods in [16] - [20] , the proposed method can not only achieve 360-degree phase shift, but also realize arbitrary signal amplitude. Compared with the result shown in [21] , the method in this paper can realize frequency doubling, so it is applicable to higher frequency systems. Furthermore, no optical filter is used in this paper, so that the frequency tunability and system stability are increased. An experiment is performed. Frequency-doubled microwave signals from 10 to 40 GHz are generated and phase shifted over 360-degree phase range with arbitrary signal amplitude. The proposed technique can not only be operated as a phase and amplitude tunable frequency-doubled microwave source, but also find applications in phased array radar systems as a frequency-doubled multichannel phase shifter. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed frequency-doubled microwave signal generation and phase shifting approach with arbitrary signal amplitude. A light wave generated from a laser diode (LD) is injected into a dual-polarization quadrature phase-shift keying (DP-QPSK) modulator, which is comprised of two dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulators (DP-MZMs), a 90-degree polarization rotator, and a polarization beam combiner. The microwave signal generated from a microwave signal generator (MSG) is split into two paths with equal amplitude and phase via an electrical coupler (EC). The electrical signals from the two outputs of the EC are applied to two 90-degree electrical hybrid couplers. The two pairs of orthogonal electrical signals from the two 90-degree electrical hybrid couplers are applied to the two DP-MZMs in the DP-QPSK modulator. The two DP-MZMs are both biased as a carrier-suppressed single-sideband (CS-SSB) modulator, i.e., the two sub-MZMs of each DP-MZM are biased at the minimum transmission point and the main-MZM of each DP-MZM is biased at the quadrature transmission point. The bias voltages of the modulator are supplied and maintained by a bias control circuit. At the output of the DP-QPSK modulator, a +1st-order optical sideband and a −1st-order optical sideband are on the two orthogonal polarization states, respectively. The optical signal generated from the DP-QPSK modulator is sent to a polarizer via a PC, where the polarization-rotated optical signals are combined at the slow axis of the polarizer. The combined optical signal is amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and then detected in a PD, where the desired frequency-doubled microwave signal is generated and phase shifted with arbitrary signal amplitude.
Principle of Operation
Since the two DP-MZMs in the DP-QPSK modulator are both biased as a CS-SSB modulator [22] , the optical signal generated from the DP-QPSK modulator can be expressed as
where ω c is angular frequency of the optical carrier, ω s and ψ(t)/2 represent the angular frequency and phase information of the microwave signal applied to the modulator, respectively. When ψ(t)/2 = 0, the microwave signal is a pure microwave signal with no information on it. The amplitude coefficient is omitted in the derivation. Equation (1) indicates that two opposite first-order optical sidebands, carrying the phase information of the applied microwave signal, are generated in two orthogonal polarization directions. Then, the optical signal expressed in (1) is adjusted by a PC, whose transfer function can be expressed as [23] T
where θ is the rotation angle, and ϕ is the phase difference between the two orthogonal polarization states introduced by the birefringence in a PC. Here, we assume the rotation angle is θ + π/4, so the optical signal at the output of the PC can be expressed as
Since the polarizer can pass light with one specific polarization (slow axis in this paper) while blocking the other polarization (fast axis in this paper), the optical signal from the polarizer can be expressed as
As can be seen from (4), the two first-order optical sidebands in the two orthogonal polarization directions are combined at the polarizer. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the polarization states of the optical signals in different parts of the system. Beating the optical signal in (4) at a PD, the photocurrent from the PD in the RF band is denoted as
where R is the responsivity of the PD. As indicated in (5), a microwave signal at the doubled frequency of ω s , carrying the phase information ψ(t), is generated with an initial phase of ϕ and an amplitude in proportional to cos 2θ. It is noticed that the phase information ψ(t)/2 of the input microwave signal is doubled to ψ(t) in the frequency-doubled microwave signal, which is caused by the beating between the two opposite first-order optical sidebands carrying opposite phase information. As a result, the phase information of the input microwave signal should be pre-distorted before applying to the modulator to avoid the phase distortion of the generated frequency-doubled microwave signal. Furthermore, the amplitude and initial phase of the microwave signal can be adjusted independently by tuning the PC. Since the amplitude and phase are both adjusted at the PC, the proposed system also has the ability to serve as a multichannel phase shifter for phased array radar system as in [14] , [16] , [17] , [20] , [21] by adding a 1 × N optical coupler at the output of the DP-QPSK modulator. The structure of the frequency-doubled multichannel phase shifter is shown in Fig. 3 , where the EDFA is moved from the front of the PD to the front of the 1 × N optical coupler to compensate the insertion loss of the optical coupler. The frequency-doubled multichannel phase shifter can not only shift RF signals at the doubled frequency with different phases, but also achieve arbitrary signal amplitude, which makes the system more flexible. In addition, when the microwave signal applied to the modulator is a pure microwave signal with no phase information, i.e., ψ(t)/2 = 0, the photocurrent from the PD can be expressed as i (t) ∝ 2R cos 2θ cos (2ω s t + ϕ) .
As indicated in (6), pure microwave signal at the doubled frequency is also generated and phase shifted with arbitrary signal amplitude, which can be used as a phase and amplitude tunable frequency-doubled pure microwave source.
Experimental Results and Discussion
An experiment based on the setup shown in Fig. 1 is carried out to verify the proposed technique. To demonstrate the phase shifting and amplitude tuning of the frequency-doubled microwave signal, the microwave signal applied to the modulator is a single-tone microwave signal in the experiment. A 16-dBm continuous-wave light wave generated from a LD (Teraxion NLL) is injected into a DP-QPSK modulator (Fujitsu FTM 7977HQA), which has an insertion loss of 13 dB and a modulation bandwidth of 23 GHz. A 20-dBm microwave signal generated from an MSG (Agilent N5173B) is 1:1 split by an EC, whose two outputs are sent to two 90-degree electrical hybrid couplers. The 90-degree electrical hybrid couplers, used in the experiment, have a bandwidth from 0.5 to 36 GHz. The two pairs of orthogonal electrical signals from the two 90-degree electrical hybrid couplers are applied to the two DP-MZMs in the DP-QPSK modulator. The optical signal from the DP-QPSK modulator is sent to a polarizer via a PC, and then amplified by an EDFA (Amonics). The optical signal from the EDFA is beaten at the PD (u2t) with a 3-dB bandwidth of 40 GHz. Fig. 4 shows the optical spectra of the combined optical signal at the output of the polarizer measured by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Yokogawa AQ6370D). Fig. 4(a) is a specific case, where the frequency of the applied microwave signal is 20 GHz. It is noticed that two first- order optical sidebands are generated with the carrier and the second-order optical sidebands suppressed. The optical carrier is 20.1 dB lower than the first-order optical sideband. The frequency of the applied microwave signal is tuned from 20 to 5 GHz to verify the frequency tunability of the system, with the optical spectra shown in Fig. 4(b) . Two first-order optical sidebands with different wavelength spacing are obtained. It is noticed that when the frequency of the applied microwave signal is lower, the amplitude imbalance of the two optical sidebands are more obvious, which may be caused by the different characteristics of the EC and 90-degree electrical hybrid couplers at different frequencies.
By sending the optical signals shown in Fig. 4(b) to the PD, frequency-doubled microwave signals are generated. The electrical spectra of the generated microwave signals are shown in Fig. 5(a) , where microwave signals at 10, 16, 22, 28, 34 and 40 GHz are generated. Other harmonics are also observed in the electrical spectra, such the fundamental frequency, the tripled-frequency and the quadrupled-frequency of the applied microwave signal. The harmonic suppression ratio in this experiment is more than 29 dB when the frequency of the applied microwave signal is lower than 14 GHz. Since the frequency response of the system is decreased when the frequency of the applied microwave signal increases, the suppression ratio is lower when the input frequency is higher than 14 GHz. Fig. 5(b) shows the measured phase noise of the generated 10 and 20 GHz microwave signals using a phase noise analyzer (R&S FSWP-50). As can be seen from Fig. 5(b) , approximate 5.6 dB phase noise degradation is observed when the frequency offset is 10 kHz, which is roughly consistent with the theoretical value of 6 dB.
Then, the phase shifting and amplitude tuning capability of the generated frequency-doubled microwave signal for multichannel phase shifting and tunable pure microwave source is studied. In real-world applications, the input microwave signal of the multichannel phase shifter is a wideband phase-coded or frequency-chirped microwave signal. However, it is difficult to observe the phase change intuitively if a wideband signal is used. In our experiment, single-tone microwave signal is used to better show the phase shifting and amplitude tuning capability for both cases. Three specific frequencies, where the frequencies of the generated microwave signals are 10, 15.8 and 30 GHz are selected in this study. Fig. 6 shows the waveforms of the generated frequency-doubled microwave signal at 10 GHz with its phase tuned from −180 to 180 degrees, which is measured and captured using a digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO, Agilent DCA-J 86100C). As can be seen, full-range phase tunability is confirmed. In addition, the amplitude tuning is also demonstrated with its amplitude tuned from 0.0811 to 0.0026 mV, which is shown in the waveforms in black.
The frequency of the generated frequency-doubled microwave signal is tuned to 15.8 GHz, and the generated waveforms are shown in Fig. 7 . We also realize −180 to 180 degrees full-range phase shifting of the microwave signal, shown in color waveforms. The amplitude tuning is also demonstrated in black waveforms, where the amplitude of the generated waveform is tuned from 0.0426 to 0.0016 mV.
The frequency of the generated frequency-doubled microwave signal is further increased to 30 GHz. Four specific waveforms with initial phases of 0, 90, 180 and −90 degrees are shown in Fig. 8 . The amplitude tuning is also shown in Fig. 8 in black waveforms with its amplitude tuned from 0.0244 to 0.0018 mV. Full-range phase shifting and arbitrary signal amplitude tuning are both confirmed. Very small waveform offset from 0 are observed in the waveforms in Figs. 5-7, which is introduced by the leaked DC component. The waveform offsets are not obvious when the amplitude of the waveform is large. In contrast, when the amplitude of the waveform is decreased, the offset is significant. However, the waveform offset will not influence the principle of the system, which can be filtered out by using electrical filters or DC blocks. Limited by the bandwidth of the DP-QPSK modulator and the PD used in the experiment, only the generation and phase shifting of microwave signals with frequencies no more than 40 GHz is demonstrated. The frequency tunable range of the proposed system is mainly limited by the bandwidths of the DP-QPSK modulator, the 90-degree electrical hybrid coupler, the EC, and the PD. The commercially available 90-degree electrical hybrid coupler can achieve a bandwidth up to 40 GHz, whereas that for the EC and PD can be more than 67 GHz and 100 GHz, respectively. Therefore, the bandwidth of the DP-QPSK modulator is the key factor that limits the frequency of the generated microwave signal. Using a DP-QPSK modulator with a 3-dB bandwidth of 23 GHz, microwave signal with carrier frequency of 46 GHz can be generated and phase shifted. However, the large bandwidth of the devices is only needed for single frequency modulation, so the flatness of the response of the DP-QPSK modulator is not particularly important. The 6-dB bandwidth of the DP-QPSK modulator is about 50 GHz. If the modulator is operated in this frequency range, microwave signals up to 100 GHz can be generated and phase shifted with the cost of an additional 3-dB optical loss [24] . In the measurement of the waveforms in the experiment, with the increasing of the frequency of the input microwave signal, the amplitude of the generated photocurrent from the PD decreases due to the frequency response of the system. When the frequency of the generated waveform is higher than 30 GHz, a high frequency electrical amplifier is needed to increase the amplitude for better observation of the waveform in the DSO. In the experiment, the waveform of the generated microwave signal with a frequency higher than 30 GHz is not measured to avoid the use of the high frequency amplifier.
Conclusion
In summary, a photonic approach for frequency-doubled microwave signal generation and phase shifting with arbitrary signal amplitude is proposed and experimentally demonstrated in this paper. The key contribution of the work is that both frequency multiplication and tunable phase and amplitude are realized in a compact structure. Compared with the previously reported methods, the proposed technique is the first reported approach to combine all the three concepts together, i.e., frequency multiplication, phase shifting, and amplitude tuning. A proof-of-concept experiment is carried out. Frequency-doubled microwave signals from 10 to 40 GHz are generated using low frequency oscillators; the phase of the microwave signal can be tuned in full 360-degree range; and the amplitude of the generated signal can also be tuned arbitrarily. The proposed technique can be used directly as a phase and amplitude tunable frequency-doubled microwave source, and can also find applications in phased array radar systems as a frequency-doubled multichannel phase shifter.
